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The Institute of Radio Engineers
tNCORPORATED

PROFESSIONAL GROUP CORRESPONDENCE

Please Address
Reply To

Sub^leoTH CaXl Tor .materia" for

There is always toa-long a tiiiKs
news and its receipts Please^ there.l’ore^
you thinic s2;ould ba in the KEWSLSTTI5IE.

lag between a call for
J.:l you Iiave anything which,

send it in imniedlatelyt.

This is a JTu:Jst critical tirac in the 3.ife oT PGl^l^
can clcon milesi'! our msmbers see some actioiio Until we
Groups going., and a cocy oT
that the %\~a.s
interef^t^

an interest
can get local

'the ProcGj5;-xlngs pubilshedf it would seem
the easiest and J.east expensive way to maintain

Viliat are necadeo.

najies of appointments to old and new coinjrd-ttees
hers (in. other r/ords - whore are they)j
of interest.. etCo

items are; Aas news dministrative information <
changes in jobs by inenH'

references to articles and papers

Pioase don^t put this call into the wasto*»baskot until you have
sent in at least one itemo Th^t isn't asking much^ but it meaiis an .awfiO,
lot at this erido

Sincerely .j

/iS/:
Haxi’o.rd/.feni els

April 2, 1950?
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The Institute of Radio Engineers
INCORPORATED

Please Address
REPLY To

R. M. Showers

200 S, 33 Street

Phila. U, Pa.

Ifr. Milton Kant

Sperry Gyroscope Co.
Great Neck, L. I., N, Y.

Dear Ifr. Kant:

At the meeting of the Administrative Committee of the P®FI held
during the IRE National Convention, it was decided tliat plans should
proceed for procuring papers for Transactions, although no publication
date is specified. The date v’lill depend somewhat upon the financial
arrangements which can be wcrked out, and which as of the moment are
not clear. In any event, it appears that it will be possible to get out
a first issue whose size will depend somewhat upon the type of reproduction
used.

With regard to policy on papers appearing in Transactions of PGRFI,
I suggest the following:

Papers published in the Transactions of the Professional Group
on Radio Frequency Interference should be designed to serve the
members of the group. Th.is can best be done by:

a. maintaining reasonably high technical standards

b. publishing tutorial articles of t;lmely interest

c. publishing new developments in the various areas of interest
to the group, namely:

1. methods of measurement and control, and related components,
instrumentation, and techniques

systems considerations, including susceptibility, vulnera
bility, compatibility, frequency allocation problems,
related propagation effects, and role of human operators

3. studies of the origin of interference: man-made and
natural, and its characteristics.

In connection with such plans for a Transaction issue the suggestion
has been made that PGRFI sponsor a special issue (or part of an issue) of
the Proceedings. Such an effort would provide needed publicity lor the
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groMp but must be supported by a substantial number of high quality papers
of more general interest than some that would othen-dse appear in Transac
tions .

I recommend that we initiate publication on the basis of invited
papers. In order to get started I have prepared the attached list of
topics on which I think interesting papers could be prepared. I propose
that members of the committee actively review this list as possibilities
for publication and indicate the names of appropriate authors for any or
all of the topics.

The particular list suggested above is not intended to be restricted,
but it does include topics for which I have particular authors in mind, but
whom I have in no way contacted at this time. Please feel free to make
alternative suggestions or modifications.

After I have heard from you, I vrill ask your assistance in contacting
the authors selected to prepare material.

Sincerely yours,

R. M, Showers, Chairman
Technical Papers Committee
pgf.fi

Attach,

Copy to; S, J, Burruano
E, W, Chapin
Vf. Crichlow

J. J. Egli
G. D, Johnson
M, Kant
L. Milton
W. E, Pakala
S. Skolnik
C. S, Vasaka
H, Schwenk
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List of Suggested Topics for

Articles for Publication

(P or T)Ao’-thorTopic

a) Tutorial papers

1* Measurement teC’T->

2, Measurement stari<0

3. Antemas

U. Filters

Tubes

b) In the area of measurements:

Receiver spurious response1.

2. Receiver intermodulation

3. Transmitter spurious output

Radar spurious output

Radar antenna patterns5.

6. Power density in the near field

Receiver damage (due to strong signal)
effects)

7.

8. Atmospherics

c) In the area of interference criteria:

1. Audio-acoustic

2. Visual

d) In the area of allocation:

1. Propagation characteristics

* After each author, please indicate if you think the paper is suitable for
publication in the Proceedings by the letter P, otherwise indicate the letter
T (for Transactions),
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Topic Author

2. Methods of frequency assignment

a, radar

b. communications

3* Frequency allocaticn evaluation criteria

e) In the area of regions cC .erenceJ

1. Characteristics of a oherics

2. Characteristics of man-made inter
ference

f) Others


